What is LaneAxis?
LaneAxis is a cloud-based, end-to-end freight management platform built to automate and streamline the shipper-carrier relationship. A 6-year old mature company with a PATENTED SaaS model and market tested MVP, LaneAxis has a long-term vision for transforming transportation via the blockchain.

The Problems
- No visibility
- Costly freight-brokers
- Old technology
- Empty trucks

Market Size & Opportunity
- $800 Billion in US now
- $9 Trillion globally now
- $15 Trillion globally by 2023

What LaneAxis Offers
- Real-time tracking
- Adjustable geofences
- AI-based load-matching
- Unfiltered in-transit data
- Accident-delay notifications
- Automated record-keeping

The AXIS Token
The AXIS token will serve as the central utility tool to enable all transactions within the LaneAxis blockchain ecosystem, as well as granting access to the vault of analytical business intelligence. The AXIS token is the API key that ignites the LaneAxis engine.

Pre Sale (25%)
Public Sale (20%)
Team (10%)
Bounties (03%)
Reserve (17%)
Logistics Community (10%)
Private Sale (15%)

Total circulation: 500M Axis Tokens
Hard cap: 300M Axis Tokens

Blockchain Benefits
- Industry-first technology
- Eliminate need for 3rd party brokers
- Immutable shipment records
- Virtually eliminates accident/shipment disputes
- Simplified reporting for regulators

"Another blockchain-based company with a solid business model: LaneAxis. Not only will LaneAxis improve efficiencies, but it will provide all participants with access to its platform, including insurance companies, shippers, drivers, and remaining brokers."

"Forbes"